Introduction
Arbitrary precision computations are not a self-purpose. They are related to receiving precise values when solving mathematical models in different areas, including for instance, non-linear dynamic systems. In [10] an announcement is made for creating a high precision computation library in the environment of .Net Framework. The application SFCLC has been represented there, illustrating a part of the possibilities of the library being created. Some extensions of this library are further described, discussing the solution of systems of ordinary nonlinear differential equations and the capacities they provide.
One of the stimuli for such an extension is that a possibility could be provided within the frame of the library being created for investigation of interesting nonlinear models. More particularly, for a dynamic system the quantitative investigation with very high precision of the solution is a must [11, 12] , connected with the chaotic behavior for a finite time interval. Taking in mind this requirement, an extrapolation method of variable order of the accuracy (GraggBurlish-Stoer algorithm) may be used; for any details refer to [3] . A desirable additional requirement is the preservation, if possible, of the model structure by the numerical methods for its solution. Under these conditions the selection of Gauss-Legendre implicit Runge-Kutta methods is appropriate. They are symmetric, sypmplectic and A-stable for all orders. For a description of Runge-Kutta implicit schemes and their properties refer to [1, 2] and [5] .
One of the purposes is to demonstrate that very useful and mutually complementing computational tools, solving non-trivial problems with high precision computations may be implemented in a concrete environment, which is V. Dzhambov wide spread for personal computers, but this fact is underestimated by the software developers of scientific applications. There are certain reasons for this, of course, but in our opinion, there are advantages also: comparatively easy integration in various functionalities, such as visualization and interactivity in one and the same application if, of course, the necessary methods for solving the concrete problems are available, which is the purpose of the library being created. Of course we keep in mind that the creation of a complete system, covering a great range of tools for solving various mathematical models, is a too ambitious task at least due to the huge amount of the work required. But the implementation of some basic tools enables the interested investigator to create own applications in the given environment, exactly matching his concrete interests; to design, instead of be a user of a ready system. Another purpose we aim at is to provide such a possibility.
General Structure and Extensions of the Library Concerning the Solution of ODEs Systems
The arbitrary precision of the calculations (with real numbers) is provided by the library X-MPIR. X-MPIR ensures the binding from C# to MPIR (for details search the Web, there is no independent site, devoted to X-MPIR at this moment). The library is grouped in several files that we shall briefly describe. Only the components, referring to the problem solved, will be mentioned.
funcs.cs: Basic implementation of the functions and constants, described in [10] , combined in a namespace MPMath_R, most in the public static class MPMath, and several general numeric methods, plus a class solving nonlinear ODE systems of public class IRK_Solver with the help of an implicit Runge-Kutta scheme. There is a variant of this solver, working with double, namely public class IRK_Solver_d. It proves to be useful in cases when only a qualitative picture is necessary, so that the scheme can be used at not very high order, that speeds up the calculations. Besides these variants of solving ODE systems, based on Runge-Kutta implicit scheme, an extrapolation method is implemented (class ODEX). The well known ODEX Fortran program [3, 4] is taken as a basis. It is adapted for C# + XMPIR, its parameters being set for arbitrary accuracy. More specifically, 'km' and 'uround', as well as the current calculation precision are determined depending on mpir_parse_fx.cs, mpir_parse_cx.cs: Variants of a parser for mathematic expressions, supporting arithmetic operations and the functions and constants, implemented in the previous two files. If no errors are available, the parser creates the converted in a postfix form list (List<Token>) from the elements of the expression, each one possessing specific information about the list element. In Token class there are fields foreseen for this information: a mathematic or literal constant, variable, arithmetic or functional operation, text presentation, priority, number of arguments, type of associativity, eventual value. This list is used by a concrete application, invoking the parser, in order to form a list of simplified elements (struct SToken {public int opcode; internal mpir.mpf_t val} or probably internal MPComplex val), including the operation code only, which may be updated by the given application in the process of the problem solution. This list is already prepared for interpretation with the help of a well known algorithm. The parser is designed to accept more than one variable and it denotes as parameters all variables that are not names of mathematic constants or name of the basic variable of the model being solved. This gives additional flexibility in the model setup that will be explained further on. If an error occurs, the parser acknowledges the type and position of the error in the expression.
Even using only a part of the tools in the first two files above described, one can create console applications for certain problems or useful auxiliary applications with graphic interface, such as SFCALC, presented in [10] . The two latter enable the design of applications with considerably more user friendly interface, allowing the solution of a given class of problems without changing the program code, additional compilation, etc. Some of the possible applications of both types are described below.
SFCALC application may be considered a part of the library. Besides some new features, it has got a very simple, but important possibility to transfer the calculated result into the clipboard, as well as the inverse operation of taking a number, stored in a text form from the clipboard. This is especially appropriate for applications with graphical interactive interface, when the model given contains parameters.
The Meaning of Calculations with High Precision for Deterministic Models of Chaotic Behavior
We shall consider a deterministic system in an exactly determined meaning, namely a smooth dynamic system. The monographs and papers, referring to the chaotic behavior of dynamic systems, and to the dynamic systems as a whole, studied in different aspects, are quite numerous. The references cited [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] are just a small part, providing information about the questions being discussed in this section. Our purpose here is to focus on the smooth nonconservative dynamic systems with chaotic behavior.
Two questions are regarded herein. The first one: In case the model is not abstract, but connected with real phenomena in any area, like physics, chemistry, biology, economy, sociology, etc., to what extent must it be close to reality, so that calculations of high precision will be required, at least in a given interval? The second one: Are the mathematical tools, used in modeling and solution adequate enough? We leave aside the philosophic question what in fact we are investigating − any reality or our own consciousness, creating reality models, which is not apriori one and the same.
The two questions are connected to some extent. The first one could be answered, though rather conditionally. It depends on the position of its consideration. From a mathematical viewpoint, there are no problems, at least in the formulation. From a physical point of view, the smooth dynamic systems with or without chaotic behavior are not very exact. For example, the classical models of certain physical phenomena cease to be accurate for dimensions, co-measurable with those, typical for the matter discrete nature. This is from a formal viewpoint. On the other hand, it is not necessary to have an absolutely exact model in order to reflect correctly the main properties and qualitative features of the system behavior that happens quite often. The second question is more interesting. We must decline to the features of the quantitative solution of similar models. What characterizes them? Without any consensus on the exact definition of the chaos in systems of chaotic attractor, however there are two properties, which are considered essential: 1) Sensitivity to the initial conditions; and 2) Presence of a topologically transitive orbit in the attractor − i.e., an orbit passing through an arbitrary small neighbourhood of an arbitrary point of the attractor. Roughly put, the first condition is necessary, but not sufficient, while the second one approaches to giving a sufficient condition. Some authors add the requirement for availability of a dense set of periodic orbits. Researching many models from the positions of symbol dynamics, this is true, but it is nor clear whether this pattern is not a sequence of the first two. Refer to [24] to see the definitions, proposed by different authors.
information technologies and control
In the context of real calculation of the model, the presence of a topologically transitive orbit there causes the impossibility for exact calculation of the orbit, taking in mind the finite accuracy of the calculations. No matter how high the calculations precision is, since it is finite, there comes inevitably a moment when the orbit calculated and this topologically transitive orbit are indiscernible for the computing process. The famous shadowing lemma is a reflection of this fact to some extent. Finally, are the calculation tools adequate? The answer again depends on the viewpoint. From a mathematical point of view there is no problem even if we consider constructive real numbers only. They are reproducible with arbitrary accuracy and either no question is set about the computing resurces, or it is idealized. From a practical viewpoint connected with real calculations though, the situation is different. The computing systems can potentially give arbitrary, but still finite accuracy of any constructive real number, but this is not sufficient for tracing of the exact orbit, due to the reason above described. We could mention here that in some popular expositions the notion "chaos of a deterministic system" is often connected with the impossibility for exact prediction. This assertion needs elaboration. The question is in passing between the tools, formulating the model (ideal) and those available for approximate calculation (real). Yes, all calculations are with a finite number of symbols and this is limiting. If the question is thus put, we are not able to calculate the orbits even because of the fact that we cannot set exactly their initial point, for example one of the coordinates may be . Besides this, in some cases the prediction is somewhat relative, even if concerning the qualitative aspects of any process only. We cannot be certain whether a complex physical process is not periodic, because we cannot trace it to infinity. These difficulties suggest that at least a part of the important properties of a given dynamic system are more general, global, beyond the set of the individual orbits and this is true indeed. However, this is another topic − in this paper we discuss the calculation of these orbits in an exactly determined environment, which is also of interest in some cases.
To illustrate the practical situation, the calculation of the well known Lorenz system is given:
(1) . In fact, with exception of Chapters 8 and 9, which require other calculation tools, the remaining examples in this book are accessible for visualization and have been used as a test. The solutions are computed by the main solver for 10 000 steps with a step length of 1/25 and order 4 of the implicit Runge-Kutta scheme.
An Application Example with Graphical Interface, VODE2
The program is designed for numerical study of ordinary differential equations of second order. For all previously needed data, concerning the problem solving, the corresponding elements of the interface are provided. The formal correctness is verified. Depending on the stage of the problem formulating/solving, a different part of the interface is accessible. In the process of solving it is possible to reach a singular point. In this case a message is displayed "Apparently a pole reached", which is not quite correct, because the point may be essential singularity, not a pole, but gives an idea that the problem has occurred. In this case the solving process terminates. The visualization is performed by redirecting the standard output to the previously started in a separate process program gnuplot. Commands are passed to this output for gnuplot to visualize a curve with the computed up to the moment information technologies and control ( ) expression (parameters). When any parameters are present, the program requires from the user to initialize them separately. Only real constants are allowed in the main expression. If a complex constant is needed, it can be included as a parameter, to which a value is assigned with the initialization of this parameter. The basic limitation is, of course, the type of the problem to be solved (in principle the solver used is for a system of n ordinary differential equations of first order). However, even this problem (ODE of second order) in its general form is complex and interesting enough, and the idea to create this application came from the wish to explore numerically some solutions of Painlevé equations, whose properties are not yet completely studied ana-
Conclusion
The paper presents a part of the currently done implementation of a library and tools for computing with arbitrary accuracy in environment, not typical for this purpose, namely .NET Framework. The combination of well selected methods and the excellent possibilities for integration of different functionalities in this environment are worth the efforts, and enable the achievement of non-trivial results even on a home computer. The source code will probably be proposed for free use in Internet in the near future. The purpose is to give it larger publicity to persons, interested in the development of their own tools for mathematical models so-information technologies and control lution, that requires high precision and are adapted to specific research aims. The applications, herein presented, though useful, are mainly illustrations of the library possibilities and could be further improved in different aspects, including the use of the multi-core architecture of the modern processors, executing parallel calculations at some stages of the algorithms used.
